"6-in-1” Tactical Survival Knife Instructions
Batteries for Light
Here are the instructions for inserting the batteries for the light.
The 4 small round batteries are together wrapped inside paper.
Take the paper off the 4 batteries so now you will have 4 separate round batteries, one side with
printing on it.
Put all 4 batteries in so the print side is down. When you look in the small chamber you see the silver
side up. Then screw it back together and the light will turn on.
The batteries are tiny and tend to flip when inserting so here is a tip:
Using your fingers or tweezers stack the batteries PRINT side up near the edge of a table or on top of a
book. (I used my mouse pad as it is a little sticky to hold the first battery still).
Then take the holder and put it over the batteries. Slide it off the edge of the table or book so that it sits
on your index finger and then flip it quickly over and the batteries will be in the holder silver plain side
up then screw the other end on.
-------------------Flint
Take the firestarter/flint in one hand and open the knife.
Take the knife and scrape some of the paint off the flint till you see the
silver part of the flint.
Hold the flint near the tinder (use very dry tinder)
Scrape the blade down the flint (need to do that in a quick scrape to make the spark)
and aim the sparks at your tinder.
----------------------Locking Your Knife
Here is how to lock the knife.

Hold knife in left hand and open knife with blade opening away from you so sharp end of blade is facing
up.
When opening blade pull blade gently to the right as you open.
You should here it lock.
To unlock push against the ridges on the handle (right under the blade) to your left and fold the blade
down into the handle.

